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It will soon be time to “Spring Forward” again as warmer weather approaches and Daylight Saving Time
(DST) changes the official time. We wake up one hour earlier and the evenings have more daylight. The
dates marking the beginning and end of daylight time have changed over the years. As of 2007, daylight
time begins on the second Sunday in March and ends on the first Sunday in November.

DATES TO REMEMBER




Pool
League
Continues thru April
Singles Pool Tournament

Unit Card Leagues
continue thru April

March 28 7 to 9
p.m.
Double Bacon Cheeseburger
Take back Fundraiser
(includes chips, ice cream and
soda) $11.50

WINNING WORDS:
“Let no feeling of discouragement prey upon you, and in
the end you are sure to succeed”
-Abraham Lincoln

“Never let the fear of striking
out get in your way.”
-Babe Ruth

Benjamin Franklin is often credited with first proposing daylight saving to conserve candles. At the age of
78, he wrote a satirical essay entitled “An Economical Project” for the Journal of Paris, estimating the cost
savings of awaking earlier to use natural sunlight at a modern-day equivalent of $200 million.
Over a century later, in April of 1916, Germany and its wartime ally Austria-Hungary adopted Sommerzeit
(“Summer Time”) to conserve coal during World War I. Soon thereafter, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland followed suit and introduced “Summer Time”.
The United States first adopted DST on March 31, 1918 as a wartime conservation measure. However, the
application of DST was very slow and far from uniform. Resistance was particularly fierce in rural areas.
Moralists did not like the idea of extra leisure time after work. Night owls considered it a plot by moralists
to make them observe Benjamin Franklin’s maxim, “Early to bed and early to rise, makes a man healthy,
wealthy and wise.” Farmers reasoned that hired farmhands would continue to rise with the sun, but insist
on knocking off work an hour early. Most countries discontinued the practice after the war. In the United
States, where DST became increasingly unpopular, Congress abolished DST overriding President Woodrow
Wilson’s veto.
DST reappeared in various countries during World War II as a wartime conservation measure. In February
of 1942, President Franklin Roosevelt instituted year-round DST, called “War Time”, and DST was continuously observed from February of 1942 to September of 1945. After 1945, its use varied among states and
localities. Many states and cities east of the Mississippi River (and mostly north of the Ohio and Potomac
Rivers) adopted summer DST. In 1954, only California and Nevada had statewide DST west of the Mississippi.
By 1962 the lack of consistency was confusing enough to require federal regulation. The result was the
Uniform Time Act of 1966, which standardized the beginning and end of DST. Beginning in 1967, the act
mandated that daylight time begin on the last Sunday in April and end on the last Sunday in October, with
the changeover to occur at 2 a.m. local time. States were allowed to exempt themselves from DST as long
as the entire state did so.
Beginning in 2007, daylight time starts on the second Sunday in March and ends on the
first Sunday in November.
Today, the only two states in the United States that do not observe DST are Hawaii and most of Arizona. In
Arizona, not only is the state split into different time zones (Pacific Daylight Time & Mountain Standard
Time), but it is also split in observing DST.
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Book of the Month

Education Highlights

GED Testing Dates


The GED Ready Test is scheduled for Tuesday, March 13th,
in the morning; on that day there will only be classes in the
afternoon.

20.212.00.009

The GED Official Test is currently scheduled for Wednesday,
March 14th, in the afternoon; on that day there will only be
classes in the morning.

As Sure as the Dawn
by Francine Rivers

Test dates, times and class cancellations are subject to change.
Atretes. German Warrior. Revered Gladiator. He won his
freedom though his fierceness… But his life is about to
change forever.

Important School Days

The novel follows the life of Atretes after winning his freedom in the arena. This novel covers the search for his believed dead son, finding him with a widowed woman,
Rizpah, and their travels back to Atretes' homeland in Germania. Here a whole new world unfolds as Atretes is confronted with loyalty, love, friendship, family and tradition.

Winter Term Ends March 15th
No class from March 16th to March 27th
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NASCAR TRIVIA
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a.

Office Depot

b.

Stonebridge Life Insurance

c.

Scotts

d.

Dish Network

1

9

2. Who won the inaugural NASCAR Sprint Cup Series event at
Kentucky Speedway on July 9, 2011?

6
8

1. When Carl Edwards won his first race in the NASCAR premier
series, which company was sponsoring his Ford?

9

2
1

7

8

4

a.

Brad Keselowski

b.

Kurt Busch

c.

Kevin Harvick

d.

Kyle Busch

Solutions on Page 8
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State of Oregon
Department of Corrections Commissary
Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

February 13, 2018
Adults in Custody
Anita Nelson, Statewide Commissary Operations Manager
Commissary News, Updates and

Updates:
Please be advised that the Atomic Fireballs have been discontinued and will only be available till our current supply is
depleted.
Commissary has added two new products:
#4423480741
GRACEYS GOODIES CINNAMON DISCS 4 OZ.
Retail - $0.79
#8738112517
RED HOTS CANDY CHEWY 4 OZ.
Retail -$0.93

They will be available on the new order form.

PRICE REDUCED ON
HOLIDAY ITEMS
M & M Mint Candy – $0.79
Skittles Sour –$0.90
FP Deep Fried Catfish –$1.38
LS Sriracha Cheddar Cheese Stick – $0.59.

Mocha Cappuccino – $0.15.
Southern Pecan Pie –$0.49.
Bauducco Chocolate Wafers – $0.99
Kars Nut N Yogurt Mix – $0.35.

Gucci Body Wash – $2.50.
Hometown Bacon Flavored Beans –$0.65.
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TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL

If you never try, you can never be successful; but if you try, you might surprise yourself.

Lama Thubten Yeshe
Everyday, we give and receive the gift of communication in multiple forms, but because this gift is so freely given, so readily accessible, we tend to lose our appreciation for its power and potential. How many times have we mis-spoken and caused some unintended harm? How often have we said something we did not mean? How many times have we experienced the healing power of a
few choice words said at the right time?

We often fear a world in which no one communicates, especially in the film Arrival, a world where no one shares their ideas and
thoughts, discoveries and revelations, emotions and feelings, but we are always striving to communicate, from birth to death and
even from beyond the grave.
It is a vital part of who we are and constantly seek to convey something – anything, from Helen Keller to Anne Frank; Stephen
Hawking to Albert Einstein; from anyone who has written a song or story; to us as a whole species transmitting our existence into
outer space or looking inside for something greater in our inner space.
This gift of communication is what Toastmasters strives to improve across all forms of speech whether spoken or written. And with
this gift comes along another invaluable present: the gift of opportunity. Whether in a job interview or simply giving a toast to a
loved one, communication is the key to endless opportunities.
Not every Toastmasters meeting is a serious affair. In fact, having fun and letting loose is one of our primary goals. The Joke of the
Day typically follows the Thought of the Day and is meant to help set the mood of the meeting. The joke or jokes can come from a
variety of places, whether personal experience or observation on life, or even using the ever reliable Joke Book, a necessity for any
club. So if you've got a funny bone that needs tickling, come and try Toastmasters by filling out an Add/Drop form or sending a kyte
to Programs requesting to be added to the call-out.
We at Toastmasters would like to take this opportunity to give our deepest and sincerest thanks to our long-time volunteer, Ms.
Hiatt, who stepped down as a full-time volunteer. Ms. Hiatt had been serving as a Toastmasters member and volunteer for nearly a
decade, inspiring and supporting members both within WCCF and from Lakeview. While Ms. Hiatt will continue to head the Writer's Club, which meets every first and third Tuesday of every month, her presence in Toastmasters will be greatly missed. We all
wish Ms. Hiatt the best in all of her future endeavors.

Conversation... is the art of never appearing to bore, of knowing how to say everything interestingly, to entertain with no matter
what, to be charming with nothing at all.
Guy de Maupassant

– Happy Trails –
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NA / AA
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
Are you finding that prison life is not for you? Did drugs and alcohol have a role in your being sent here? Would you like some help
in changing the direction your life is going in? Come and see what we have to offer here in the WCCF AA and NA meetings. You’ll
find others like yourself who are looking for something different. Those who have found the courage to admit they have a problem
and have a desire to do something about it.
Sign up today and check out a meeting. You’ll be helping us help ourselves by helping you. See ya’ there!
Kyte Ms. Havely to be added to the callout.

~SPIRITUAL PRINCIPALS~
Something to think about, remember, and deploy in our daily lives: “Words of a Wise Man”
Be impeccable with your word: Do what you mean, and mean what you say. Don't use words to spread negativity or gossip. Use
them to uplift your brothers and radiate positivity. The word is powerful; use it responsibly.
Don't make assumptions: When you assume, you're almost always reacting on your thoughts and beliefs, rarely on facts. Do
yourself a favor; do your homework before you go making a fool outta yourself.
Don't take things personally: When you encounter someone that's having a rough day, it’s not your fault. You don't have to fix
them or accept their emotional poison. Misery loves company, so does love and compassion, but it’s always a choice. If you see
someone or hear them not using their word appropriately or using it to talk down on someone or something, most likely they're
struggling with that exact thing inside themselves. Don't allow it to become your truth. “Be an Emotional and Spiritual Warrior.”
Always do your best: Even though from time to time, depending on your physical and/or emotional state, it may vary. As long as
you always do your best, that's all you or anyone can ask for from you. If you know that you did your best, you won't sit and think
later, “Oh, if I woulda,” or “Man, I coulda.” You did your best and what a good job you did.
Think about this next time you think you're going through something in life. You just might find out that it’s probably “Them.”
Jeremy Gibson

Step 3: “We made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him.”
Tradition 3: “The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using.”
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ADMINSITRATIVE RULES CHANGES
From the desk of Administrative Rules:
Below is a list of status changes for the DOC administrative rules since 01/31/18:
PROPOSED RULES:
291-022: Use of Force (Community Corrections)
•
Updates the rules pertaining to when body armor shall be worn.
291-105: Prohibited Inmate Conduct and Processing Disciplinary Sanctions
•
Updates the department's rules to expand the ability to manage inmates in disciplinary segregation
housing and clarifies the process for adjustments to final orders. These changes will align these rules to OAR
291-011-0030.

291-205: Victim Services Programs
 Updates the department’s rules to add new Victim Services programs and ensures that the communications of these programs are handled in accordance to 2017 Or Law Ch 114.
291-207: Correctional Case Management
•
Updates the department's rules relating to the preparation of proposed release plans for inmates.
Amends the timeframes for submitting proposed release plans to the Board of Parole and Post-Prison Supervision.
The last day to submit comments is April 20, 2018.

DOC rules are available for review in the inmate legal library.
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INDIGENT ENVELOPES
Spitting
Each institution has specific dates that they process indigent
items. This is the WCCF Business Office’s policy for Indigent Envelopes.

We have noticed that many of you are coming down with colds
and/or flu from winter/spring weather. So please remember
that spitting and nasal discharge on sidewalks and walls are not
permitted. So please be kind and think of others before spitting
or blowing your nose on the track way, out front of chow hall,
in front of the F building, or cemented area. Please take time to
use toilet paper to blow your nose, or spit into the toilet.
Thanks again for all your help and respect, and keeping us all in
mind.

C/O M. Breshears

In order to receive Indigent Envelopes, you must kyte the Business
Office. Envelopes are the only indigent item processed by the Business Office. You will need to kyte Inmate Processing for all other indigent items.
Indigent Envelope request kytes must be received by the Business
Office no later than the 28th of each month. This date is different
than those required by Inmate Processing for other indigent
items. We will begin the review process of envelope requests starting
on the 28th of each month. As stated in the Inmate Handbook, Indigent Envelopes will be issued between the 1st and 10th of each
month. Business Office workload is the deciding factor on when they
are sent out, but it is the Business Office’s goal to have the Indigent
Envelopes issued as close to the 1st as possible.
In order to be eligible for indigent envelopes at WCCF, you must meet
the Eligibility Rules listed below.
Indigent Envelopes - Eligibility Rules
Indigent envelope requests are processed on the 28th of every
month. The inmate’s eligibility is based on that month’s current activities. Eligibility for indigent envelopes is determined from the current
month’s activities and the rules are as follows:

March 20 Spring Begins

SODA COUPONS
Please do not fold or crease the soda coupons if you can avoid
it. Folding and putting them in your pocket is deteriorating and
prohibits them from working in the machines. Please be mindful of their treatment. Thank you for your cooperation in this
matter.

Ms. Carpenter – General Services

1. The inmate must not have a balance of $2.95 or more in his account as of the end of the month.
2. The inmate must not have received $2.95 or more into his account that month.
3. The inmate must not have spent $2.95 or more from his account
for that month.
If the inmate believes that he is eligible for indigent envelopes, the
Business Office must receive the request, via the inmate communication (kyte) system, by close of business on the 27th of each month. If
the 27th falls on a weekend, then the request must be received by
close of business the following Monday.
When requests are received earlier than the 27th, the Business Office
will hold the request and begin the review process on the 28th of the
month.
Thank you for your cooperation. – Ms. S. Adams, Business Services
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Puzzle Solutions
NASCAR TRIVIA
1. C. Scotts
2. D. Kyle Busch
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